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“Utopianism presents all
its ideals for the future
as the reconstruction of
a Golden Age, which
humanity has lost through
its own fault.”
—MISES

From his book Socialism, 1922

R

eaders of the LMR could bestow a great gift of invaluable
world perspective to themselves by taking the time to read Mises’
unforgettable book, Socialism. So powerful is the shedding of its light
that even the great Austrian economist F.A. Hayek said of it that they
were all socialists, (referring to himself and the great economists of his
day) “until they read that book.” When you think about it that’s a major
turnaround in worldviews.
To illustrate our point, one of Mises’ most surprising chapters in the
book is called The Social Order and the Family, which catches the reader
completely off guard making him wonder what an economist could
possibly contribute to the subject of the family, problems of married life,
and even prostitution—all of which are covered in detail.
Of course, Mises was no mere economist. But his main contribution
is in exposing us to the truth that socialist central planning has been
around for centuries—a cunning and deceptive lie that penetrates
every aspect of human life. And yes, even marriage and the family.

Lara-Murphy Report
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In our day Socialism’s arch enemy is Capitalism and it is set on
destroying it. This is why the Socialist’s story as a matter of course
begins and ends by condemning Capitalism. In a couple of sentences
Mises candidly sums it up this way.

“Once upon a time, he says, there was a golden age. Then came
one, which was worse, but tolerable. Finally, Capitalism
arrived, and with it every imaginable evil. It can be
granted only a single merit, that thanks to the excess of its
abominations, the world is ripe for salvation by Socialism.”
—Mises
What Mises would have us understand is that Capitalism certainly
has its faults, but Socialism is far from being its savior.
To help clarify a great deal of the intellectual confusion and outright
error that can easily arise in the on-going discussion of these two
paradigms, the LMR is devoted to keeping its readers apprised of
their differences, even in places where we least expect them.
As advocates of the original Misesian praxeological standard, Austrian
economics is at the center of all we write and speak about. This includes
Nelson Nash’s IBC and our striving to build the 10%. Your continued
support of the LMR along with your help in spreading this message
is invaluable. Thank you!
Yours truly,
Carlos and Bob

Lara-Murphy Report
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PULSE ON THE MARKET
Venus Needs Austrians

NYT QUOTES MURPHY TO CRITICIZE A DEAD GUY
Jacque Fresco was an industrial designer who became famous in certain circles for his “Venus
Project,” which was a plot of land in Florida that Fresco hoped would grow into his vision for
a “resource-based economy.” Specifically, Fresco thought modern humanity could dispense with
money altogether, and use computers to allocate resources in a more equitable manner. Fresco
recently died and so his work is back in the news.
The NYT obituary surprisingly quoted one of us (Murphy) from a 2010 review of the Venus Project,
in which Fresco was (we hope) treated tough but fair. (The review is available at: https://mises.
org/library/venus-needs-some-austrians.) Fresco’s vision for humanity is touching, and indeed even
feasible if people would respect property rights (or better yet, obey the Golden Rule).
However, Fresco and his fans don’t understand the intellectual task that money and market prices
perform. As Mises stressed, socialism suffers from a calculation problem that can’t be solved with
computers. (For one thing: If we rely on money prices to allocate resources, then the computers
can be freed up to do other tasks.) A computer simulation of a tornado isn’t really a tornado, and a
computer simulation of the market economy doesn’t really generate the correct resource allocations.
The fans of the Venus Project assume that jobs like bankers and advertisers are relics of capitalism,
and would disappear under a “rational” system of resource allocation. But even under socialism, there
would be tradeoffs between consumption and investment, and different projects would have different
degrees of risk. Furthermore, consumers would somehow have to be alerted to new opportunities.
So the functions of banking and advertising would still be needed, they would just be performed less
effectively than under laissez-faire.

F i d u c i a r y R u l e U p d at e

SOME CLARITY, BUT STILL CONFUSION, OVER DOL RULE
An article by Greg Iacurci in InvestmentNews reports that indexed and variable annuity sales

Pulse on the Market
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PULSE ON THE MARKET
slumped in the first quarter of 2017—down 13% and 8% respectively, year-over-year. This was
surprising in light of a stronger stock market and rising interest rates. The article speculated that
uncertainty over the looming Fiduciary Rule was overwhelming these other factors.
According to the Department of Labor (DOL) website, the main elements of the Fiduciary Rule
will kick in on June 9, 2017 (with other provisions delayed until January 1, 2018).
For our take on the Fiduciary Rule and its applicability to life insurance, listen to the Lara-Murphy
Show podcast episode #14, available at: https://lara-murphy.com/podcast/episode-14-departmentlabor-ruling-means-financial-professionals/.

T r o ubl e f or U sed Veh ic l e s ?

VARIOUS INDICATORS WARN OF DANGER IN CAR MARKET
We are not necessarily sounding the warning bell, but we are passing along the fact that several
outlets are warning their readers of brewing trouble in the U.S. auto market. (For example, a recent
ZeroHedge story was titled, “The Perfect Storm Hits Used-Car Values.”)
What we can say is that outstanding motor vehicle loans (“owned and securitized”) has been rising
steadily since its post-crisis trough in the 3rd quarter of 2010. This value was about $802 billion
going into the financial crisis, and by the first quarter of 2017 was $1.1 trillion. Annual lease volume
has also been rising steadily since its trough in 2009, and now greatly surpasses its pre-crisis level.
Generally speaking, the fact that various economic measures grow over time is hardly cause for
alarm. However, in light of the record-low interest rates that are now being (slowly) raised, we
think it is entirely appropriate for analysts to consider possible “bubbles” in areas like auto loans and
student debt.
As far as the average household, these trends are all the more reason to read Nelson Nash’s Becoming
Your Own Banker to learn how to avoid dependence on outside lenders.

Pulse on the Market
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“Is Life Insurance a Good Investment Right Now?”
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My business partner and coauthor Carlos Lara and I have
been warning since the financial
crisis of 2008 that the Federal
Reserve’s response has merely
set us up for another crash. In
September 2016 we released a
video entitled, “How to Weather
the Coming Financial Storms”
which outlined our prognosis,
and gave strategies for business
Doesn’t elementary analysis say that if you expect
owners and households to prothe US dollar to fall, you don’t want to be in dollartect themselves. (You can still
denominated assets like life insurance?
view the video from our main
landing page at: http://laramurphy.com, or you can search
that title on YouTube.) In this video, we rec- In other words, I want to properly frame
ommended that Americans: (1) Acquire at the reader’s thinking, because many people
least a month’s worth of currency, (2) acquire misunderstand what Carlos and I are say6 - 18 months’ worth of gold (or silver), and ing, and we need to adjust their thinking to
(3) start funding a dividend-paying Whole properly weigh the issues. In the second arLife insurance policy configured according ticle (which will run in the June 2017 LMR),
to Nelson Nash’s Infinite Banking Concept I’ll review the latest statistics on the assets
of life insurers, to assess their relative health
(IBC).
compared to other financial institutions.
In this context, readers of the LMR and/or
listeners to our podcast (“The Lara-Murphy
Show”) often ask: How does it make sense
to load up on life insurance, if the Fed is set- Clarifying the Lara-Murphy
ting us up for an economic crisis, possibly Recommendation
coupled with a fall or even crash of the curIn the first place, it’s crucial to emphasize
rency? Doesn’t elementary analysis say that
if you expect the US dollar to fall, you don’t that Carlos and I are not merely saying, “You
want to be in dollar-denominated assets like should get yourself a Nelson Nash-type policy.” In general that would be good advice,
life insurance?
applicable in any time period and for any
Over the course of two issues, I will answer economic landscape.
this excellent question. In this first article, I
However, given the current realities—and
will outline the theoretical considerations.
“Is Life Insurance a Good Investment Right Now?”
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IBC Is NOT About “Investing in Life
Insurance”
The second clarification is to reiterate that
Nelson Nash is not telling his fans to invest
in life insurance, the way a financial guru
might advise people to invest in real estate,
Asian stocks, Bitcoin, or some other asset
class.

We are encouraging our readers and
listeners to play defense, to make sure
they don’t get wiped out by a sudden
catastrophe.

in particular, the years of malinvestments
fostered by artificially low interest rates,
coupled with an explosion of federal government debt and a massive expansion of the
Fed’s balance sheet—Carlos and I are supplementing that timeless advice with the two
additional recommendations of: (A) Acquire
at least a month’s worth of actual currency in
case the banks suddenly close, and (B) Build
up a stockpile of physical gold (or silver) in
your possession in case the currency tanks.
So I ask that people keep the entire threepronged strategy in mind. We are encouraging our readers and listeners to play defense,
to make sure they don’t get wiped out by a
sudden catastrophe. It’s not so much that we
are saying, “This is likely the best thing for
you to do,” but rather, “If you do this, you
will probably avoid disaster.”

Rather, Nash is showing people how to
“become your own banker” through the
use of properly designed dividend-paying
Whole Life insurance policies. Think of
them as a cash-management vehicle. Consider an analogy in more conventional terms:
Business owners have business checking accounts. This would be indispensable to modern affairs. Yet the owners are not “investing
in a checking account.” It just makes running the business so much easier than if they
refrained from banking services.
Likewise, Nelson Nash discovered that
given our current financial landscape and
tax/regulatory environment, a dividendpaying Whole Life insurance policy is the
perfect platform on which to implement the
process of IBC.

Our Strategy Is NOT a Complete Plan
Let me issue another clarification: Carlos
and I are not telling people to merely follow
our three-pronged recommendation. Rather,
we are saying that it is an excellent defensive
measure to provide a minimum level of protection against the coming financial storms.

“Is Life Insurance a Good Investment Right Now?”
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You should certainly be doing much more
to get ready. We strongly recommend starting up multiple streams of income. In general, saving more is also a great idea.
But as far as what to do with your extra
income and saving, we are going to remain
agnostic. There are many idiosyncrasies with
individuals and businesses. It can’t possibly
be right to say, “You should build and run
middle-income apartments,” because some
people (such as me!) would be terrible landlords.
The beauty of IBC is that it gives flexibility to individuals. When they see a particular
investment opportunity, they can take out a
policy loan and pounce. In contrast, if they
had dumped all of their spare income into
a 401(k) or other tax-qualified plan, their
money would be in prison and they’d have to
watch that opportunity drift by…

HOW Inflation Can Hurt Life Insurance
Our concerned readers are right: Other
things equal, life insurance is a “bad investment” if you’re expecting large-scale price
inflation. But it’s important to think through
exactly why there is a problem.
Some people ask us, “Won’t the life insurance companies fail if the dollar crashes?”
Well, given a bad enough calamity, every financial institution could go under. After all,
we could have a Mad Max environment if
things got really hairy.
However, in terms of merely economic crises (as opposed to civil war, foreign invasion,
massive flu outbreak, etc.), a crashing dollar wouldn’t directly strike life insurance as
an asset per se. Ironically, it could arguably
make the life insurers stronger, as it might
become much easier for people to make their
premium payments.
Consider: If prices in general go up by, say, 100 percent
over a five-year period, then
wages and salaries would go
up too, perhaps after a lag.
Perhaps at the end of the five
years, the average person’s salary has gone up 90 percent.

We strongly recommend starting up multiple streams of
income. In general, saving more is also a great idea.

“Is Life Insurance a Good Investment Right Now?”

So yes, this person is feeling
the crunch from price inflation; his paycheck has gone
up 90 percent in dollar terms,
but gasoline, groceries, and
other goods are now twice as
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expensive.
However, one of the things that won’t go
up is the dollar amount he has to pay the
life insurance company to keep his policy
in force. If he had opened up and signed a
contract for a Whole Life policy with a level
premium of (say) $800 per month before the
massive inflation hit, then he would still only
need to write checks for $800 per month.
And now it would be easier to do that, because his salary was 90 percent higher.
Admittedly, if the mismatch between general price inflation and the (lagged) jump in
wages and salaries were too large, then perhaps households would be so far behind the
8-Ball that they had to drop their life policies, even though the policies were becoming
“cheaper” by the year to keep in force. But
here again, the issue wouldn’t be the price
inflation per se, but rather the lag in wages
and salaries to catch up. Higher price inflation per se makes it easier for policyholders
to make their premium payments on alreadyissued policies.
Rather than worrying about the life insurance companies going under, the true danger of large-scale price inflation is that the
“real” value of your Cash Surrender Value
(and hence the amount you can borrow
against your policy) would go down sharply.
For example, if you have taken out a policy that promises to have at least $600,000
available in the year 2030, but between now
and then large-scale price inflation occurs,
then the life insurance company will still
probably be able to deliver on its promise to

The true danger of large-scale price
inflation is that the “real” value of your
Cash Surrender Value (and hence the
amount you can borrow against your
policy) would go down sharply.

have $600,000 available for you in 2030. The
problem is that $600,000 at that time might
not buy as much as you currently predict.
In this context, the reader can appreciate
why Carlos and I included the hedge with
gold (or silver) in our three-pronged strategy. In the event of a large-scale price inflation, the precious metals component of your
overall portfolio will rise to help offset the
loss in purchasing power of your dollar-denominated assets.
On the other hand, we don’t merely recommend bulking up on “inflation hedges.”
Absent the abandonment of the currency,
Americans will still be using dollars for their
everyday transactions in the coming decades.
That’s why it’s still a great idea to get a cashflow management system—in other words, a
Nelson Nash-type policy—up and running.

“Is Life Insurance a Good Investment Right Now?”
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How Rising Interest Rates Affect Life
Insurer Balance Sheets
Sophisticated readers sometimes ask, “If
interest rates rise sharply—as you and Carlos warn that they might—then won’t this
destroy the life insurers? After all, they hold
a bunch of bonds on their balance sheets,
and rising interest rates reduce the market
value of bonds. So won’t the major life insurers go bankrupt if interest rates spike?”
This is a great question, and it’s a legitimate worry for some types of institutions
that invest in bonds. Indeed, we have warned
that the Federal Reserve itself could become
technically insolvent if Treasury yields rise
quickly.
However, with life insurers we must also
consider the liability side of their balance
sheets. These consist of the present value of
the actuarially expected death benefit payments they will make on their outstanding
policies.

Sophisticated readers sometimes ask, “If
interest rates rise sharply—as you and
Carlos warn that they might—then won’t
this destroy the life insurers?

Now the crucial point here is that the death
benefit claims are themselves “fixed income”
by their nature; the life insurance contracts
promise a certain dollar amount. Because of
that, when interest rates rise, the present value
of those looming future liabilities goes down.

insurers’ bond assets to drop, but at the same
time it will cause the market value of their
death benefit liabilities to drop by a similar
amount.

Therefore, so long as the life insurers have
engaged in a reasonable degree of maturity
matching, movements in interest rates do
not have a first-order effect on their solvency. Yes, a spike in the 10-year Treasury
yield will cause the market value of the life

To make sure the reader understands this
crucial point, consider a simplified scenario:
Suppose a life insurance company knows
that Joe Smith is going to die in exactly 10
years, at which time the insurer will have to
pay Smith’s beneficiary $1 million. Further

“Is Life Insurance a Good Investment Right Now?”
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suppose that the yield on a zero-coupon
(“STRIPS”) 10-year Treasury bond is 2 percent. So in order to ensure that it has the ability to pay Smith’s beneficiary, the insurance
company right now spends about $820,000
on zero-coupon 10-year Treasuries, because
the U.S. federal government will then have
to redeem them for $1 million in 10 years.
Now a year after making this purchase,
suppose that the yield curve on all Treasuries shifts up by 4 percentage points. This will
affect the market value of the bonds and the
liability. But if the life insurer just forgets
market value and looks at the ultimate redemption value of the bond itself, it will still
have just enough coming in the door to pay
Joe Smith’s beneficiary the required $1 million upon his death. In other words, the U.S.
Treasury owes the life insurance company
$1 million when the bonds mature, regard-

less of what happens to interest rates in the
meantime. The fact that the market’s valuation of this approaching cash payment fluctuates over time can be ignored so long as
the life insurer has enough cash to finance its
operations otherwise.
In next month’s issue, we’ll look more carefully at actual statistics of life insurers to see
how well (or poorly) they live up to this ideal
of perfect maturity matching. But I wanted
to set out the theory first, to make sure the
reader understands the real issue at stake.

Banks and Policy Loans
Finally, an excellent objection runs like
this: “You and Carlos are warning that the
commercial banks could collapse. In that
scenario, how am I supposed to access my
policy loans?”

Yes, a spike in the 10-year Treasury yield will cause the
market value of the life insurers’ bond assets to drop, but at
the same time it will cause the market value of their death
benefit liabilities to drop by a similar amount.

“Is Life Insurance a Good Investment Right Now?”

Here it’s important to
consider that the life insurance companies themselves, though they of
course have checking accounts like other businesses, don’t keep a large portion of their wealth in the
form of commercial bank
deposits. (They wouldn’t
earn much interest on such
an asset.)
So if the commercial
banks experience a crisis, the assets “backing up”
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particular checking
account is inaccessible, until the government moves things
around or possibly
forever, depending on
how big a “bail-in” is
needed.

In the event of a big crash where FDIC goes under, and the
government has to declare a “bank holiday,” you could find
that the (say) $30,000 in your particular checking account is
inaccessible.

your life insurance policy won’t be caught up
in the problem, at least not directly.
Now then, when you request a policy loan,
the only requirement is that some commercial bank is still open for business. You can
open an account with them, and have the life
insurer deposit your policy loan in that account.
Notice that this is entirely different from
you keeping a large portion of cash inside a
particular checking account—as many gurus
are currently recommending. In the event of
a big crash where FDIC goes under, and the
government has to declare a “bank holiday,”
you could find that the (say) $30,000 in your

But to repeat, if instead of keeping your
“cash” inside a commercial bank, you
keep it “inside” a properly structured Whole
Life policy, then you
are much more likely
to be able to access it
in the event of another financial crisis.

Conclusion
In this article I explained the threepronged strategy that Carlos and I recommended in our video, “How to Weather the
Coming Financial Storms.” If you haven’t
yet watched it, I strongly encourage you to
find it at: http://lara-murphy.com.
Furthermore, I addressed several common
objections to our approach. People understandably think life insurance is a “bad investment” if one worries that the economy
might crash and the dollar plummet. However, in the context of IBC and our other defensive recommendations, we saw that these
fears are misplaced.

“Is Life Insurance a Good Investment Right Now?”
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The American Quest for Health, Wealth, and Individual Power: Part 1
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After completing last month’s
article in the LMR on the multi-millionaire
Spencer Hays, I was moved to undertake an
extensive study on the one thing that he had
obviously perfected—the art of positive thinking. My research into this fascinating subject has not disappointed me and has yielded
some interesting results. In this month’s article I will be able to report to you that this
so called optimistic mood, or positive out-

what philosophers have debated over for
centuries and we are now just simply happy?
Or is it that somehow we intuitively know
that being positive is actually a good thing
as opposed to being sad and depressed? It’s
difficult to know.
In actuality Americans have no real good
reasons to be as positive as we claim to be.
The facts uncover a completely different pic-

Originally called the “new
thought movement” and later
referred to as “mind cure,”
positive thinking is a uniquely
American phenomenon. Today
it is an entrenched American
ideology.

look, if you will, had its origins in the 1820s.
Originally called the “new thought movement”
and later referred to as “mind cure,” positive
thinking is a uniquely American phenomenon. Today it is an entrenched American
ideology.
It’s true. The American personality is positive. One sure sign of it is that we naturally
smile a lot. It seems to come about automatically every time we speak with someone. It’s
as though we don’t know any other way to
be. We smile even when we feel lousy. But
why is that? Is it because we are embarrassed
to project a less than optimistic attitude? Is
it pride? Have Americans really discovered

ture of American reality. We are not a happy
nation at all. The Happy Planet Index, one
of several well-known indexes of international rankings, measures health and happiness against a standard of sustainability.
“Despite the USA’s financial wealth, it ranks
a dismal 108th out of 140 (countries)—suggesting that the USA’s material wealth isn’t
being translated efficiently into sustainable
wellbeing for its residents. The US has a
problem with economic inequality. Poverty
has increased as a result of the recession in
2008; in 2010, 1 in 6 Americans lived below
the poverty line.”1
Additionally, there has been an astounding

The American Quest for Health, Wealth, and Individual Power: Part 1
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increase in antidepressant use by Americans
by almost 400% between 1988 and 2008,
according to Harvard Health Publications.
“Today one in every 10 Americans takes an
antidepressant.”2 All this to say that as a nation of people, we are not doing well mentally or emotionally.

thoughts. In other words, proponents of positive thinking espouse that our thoughts can
be trained to veer away from negative assessments toward optimistic positions. Not only
will this positive thought training make us
feel more upbeat and optimistic, but it will
also make for better outcomes. Many psy-

“Today one in every
10 Americans takes an
antidepressant.” All this to say
that as a nation of people, we
are not doing well mentally or
emotionally.

Yet that is only a mere fraction of the
many depressing statistics that stare the
US in the face. Yes, the United States is the
most powerful country in the world militarily, but many of our young millennials remain unemployed. Our healthcare system
is in shambles. Crime and gun violence is
on the rise in major cities. We incarcerate
more people than anyone else in the world.
Homelessness and street begging abounds.
Not only are individuals loaded down with
personal financial debt, but also the country
as a whole is considered by many economists
to be financially bankrupt. How can we be
so positive amidst this reality?
To provide a clue as to what is at stake here,
we first need to be able to separate our actual condition from how we think we should
function within it—which all starts with our

chologists would concur that negative thinking tends to bring about negative outcomes
and that positive thinking does the opposite
in the important areas of life such as health,
prosperity, and success.
But it is at this very point that we start
to get a bit mystical with the idea that our
thoughts in some mysterious sort of way can
actually change the physical world around
us. The Law of Attraction, as promoted in a
recent bestseller book and movie The Secret,3
recently popularized this concept referring
Proponents of positive thinking
espouse that our thoughts can
be trained to veer away from
negative assessments toward
optimistic positions.

The American Quest for Health, Wealth, and Individual Power: Part 1
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to it as a dictum of the universe—a part of
natural law.
The truth is that there are many terrible and
ugly realities in life that are beyond our control. At gut level, we know this. So even here
at the apex of American positivity lies a great
undercurrent of anxiety. Consequently, those
that set themselves out as coaches and trainers of this mind control discipline, whether

appear then you just didn’t try hard enough.
To the keen observer, evidences of where
the positive thinking movement has gone
awry in our day are apparent everywhere.
The problem is that such observers are rare.
In fact this subject has seldom been explored
deeply enough to get to its original foundations and the reality of its dark side. It’s a
subject that has gone virtually unexposed for

The more concrete the
evidence of an instance of an
insurmountable force that stands
in the way of the disciple, the
more he or she is instructed
to transcend it as though the
obstacle doesn’t even exist.

they be church evangelists, self-help book
authors, or financial gurus, instruct their disciples to push through the contradicting evidence by deliberate self-hypnosis, even selfdeception if necessary, in order to block out
all negative thinking. The more concrete the
evidence of an instance of an insurmountable
force that stands in the way of the disciple,
the more he or she is instructed to transcend
it as though the obstacle doesn’t even exist.
At the farthest extreme of this thinking is
that anything we want can be had by merely
wishing it and it materializes. If it doesn’t

over two hundred years simply because we’ve
all been born into its ideology and have taken
it in by osmosis. We can’t seem to get outside
of it to see it in its true light.
Therefore getting to the bottom of it
through this research paper has been well
worth the effort. It is an immensely important subject because the positive thinking
movement in its present form has settled
specifically into business, sales, and marketing. These are all important elements of
entrepreneurship and part of the underpin-
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nings of a laissez-faire free market enterprise
system. Consequently, IBC Practitioners in
particular should weigh carefully both the
pros and cons of this cognitive stance. There
is a balance, which I believe we must strive to
obtain—a stabilizer of sorts grounded in re-

But my point is that I am not attempting
to approach this subject critically in order to
pass judgment on all those that are positive
thinkers. After all what else can we be if not
positive? We smile because the world smiles
with us when we do it. It’s just that an al-

IBC Practitioners in
particular should weigh
carefully both the pros
and cons of this cognitive
stance. There is a balance,
which I believe we must
strive to obtain—a
stabilizer of sorts
grounded in reality.

ality that I will have more to say about later.
Yet before going any deeper into this analysis I should also like to point out that I really am going out on a limb in approaching
such a sensitive subject. I can only temper it
by admitting that I myself have always been
a big proponent of positive thinking. In fact
my hope and faith from a religious perspective is closely aligned with it. Surprisingly,
the facts I have uncovered have shown me
that the movement could have never been
launched in the 19th century had it not been
intertwined with religion and faith from the
beginning. In fact Protestantism and specifically Calvinism indirectly gave rise to its development, as we shall later see.

ternative to positive thinking is not always
despair. Caution and realism are invaluable
in a world that is at once dangerous and full
of opportunity.
The problem is that currently “the rationale of the positive thinkers has been that
the world is not, or at least no longer is,
the dangerous place we imagined it to be.”4
An alternative to positive
thinking is not always despair.
Caution and realism are
invaluable in a world that is
at once dangerous and full of
opportunity.
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Ironically, that was the view of the original
proponents of the thought movement, “the
universe was ‘supply’ and ‘abundance’ made
available to everyone by a benevolent deity.”5
In the end my hopes in this endeavor are
simply to expose the history of the positive
thinking movement as a way to get outside
of it and then let the reader determine his or
her own conclusions about it.

References
I have relied heavily on two important
books and their bibliographies in order to
uncover the movement’s history and its development in America. One of the books is
more recent and is by Barbara Ehrenreich
entitled, Bright-Sided—How the Relentless
Promotion of Positive Thinking Has Undermined America, published in 2009.

Ehrenreich is a seasoned author with sixteen previous books all having to do with
unique and controversial subjects. It’s no
surprise to see why she picked this one unusual subject in particular. But aside from the
fact that two of her books have been national
best sellers due to her approach to writing
As a finale in her book
she sets out to prove that
positive thinking, embodied
in what she calls the “hedge
fund disease,” actually
destroyed the American
economy.
as a business, Ehrenreich actually fell victim
to cancer and saw the dark side of positive
thinking from a personal experience. In her
own words she says, “What it gave me, if you
want to call this a ‘gift,’ was a very personal
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and agonizing encounter with an ideological
force in American culture that I had not been
aware of before—one that encourages us to
deny reality, submit cheerfully to misfortune,
and blame only ourselves for our fate.”6
From there Ehrenreich, after having been
enabled to see the reality and dark roots of
American optimism, was equipped to expose the likes of Tony Robbins, guru to the
CEOs of the fortune 500 companies, who

to millions of listeners worldwide the belief
that God wants you to be rich.
As a finale in her book she sets out to prove
that positive thinking, embodied in what she
calls the “hedge fund disease,” actually destroyed the American economy. “The symptoms are megalomania [obsession with the
exercise of power especially in the domination of others], plus narcissism [excessive interest in oneself and one’s physical appearance], plus solipsism [the view or theory that
the self is all that can be known to exist]. If
you are worth $500 million how can you be
wrong about anything? To think something
is to make it happen. You’re God.”7 (Definitions in brackets are mine.)
My second source and the most important
was the writings of Donald Meyer, in particular his book The Positive Thinkers—Religion As Pop Psychology From Mary Baker
Eddy To Oral Roberts—an outstanding piece
of writing. First written in 1965, it was updated in 1980 to cover the Reagan years and
then once again in the late 1990s to cover
the Clinton presidency.

Americans did not start out as
positive thinkers. Systematic
positive thinking began in the
nineteenth century.

can make you walk on fire just to prove the
power of mind control. And, to none other
than Joel Osteen, current leader of the prosperity gospel who espouses week after week

I had great difficulty finding out who Donald Meyer was. All of his books give only
his name and no background on the author.
Even Wikipedia had no record of him. But
eventually I stumbled upon an interview8
conducted in 2014 when Meyer was 91 years
of age and that solved the mystery.
Donald Meyer has a PhD in history from
Harvard University. He is a stout academic.
He taught at UCLA and then later at Wes-
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leyan College in Connecticut from which
he ultimately retired. His research into this
subject is extensive and I have relied heavily on what he has written. The work is well
researched and is unlike anything I have yet
seen on this subject. It is a subject with an
unusual history that has been either forgotten or just simply ignored by the American
public.

Origins of the Positive
Thinkers
Americans did not start out as positive
thinkers. Systematic positive thinking began
in the nineteenth century among an assortment of fascinating individuals. Some were
philosophers, some were mystics, some were
faith healers, some were hypnotist and many
were middle class women. Mary Baker Eddy
emerged as the primary early leader of “mind
cure”—later to become the “positive thinking”

movement in America.
Known first as New Thought, it made its
first appearance in America in the 1820s,
germinated as such through the ’30s, ’40s
and ’50s and becoming known as “mind cure”
in the 1860s, ’70s, ’80s until the 1890s. This
was the post-Civil War period. Its expansion intersected with the advancement of

science, medicine (psychology, in particular,
led by Dr. William James) and the industrial
revolution in America (1820-1870). Darwin had published On the Origin of Species in
1859 and Sigmund Freud’s clinical method
of psychoanalysis had made its debut by the
end of the century.
The Protestant Church, on the other hand,
had stood on the sidelines. Protestantism
of the Puritan ilk was basically neglecting “therapeutics” all together. In effect, the
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Churches saw the emergence of mind cure
as disreputable even though through the
centuries Christian culture had included
healing as a matter of course. The Church
view was that “Sickness —psychological
sickness—was simply a fault, a sign of sin, of
weakness; people who suffered from it had
only themselves to blame.”9
This type of determinism actually led to a
willingness to be sick—a willingness to be
damned, especially on the part of women.
To make oneself sick was a form of escape.
Women in particular were suffering from invalidism, a form of melancholy. The more
their men succeeded in their all male capitalistic endeavors outside the home the less
they felt they were needed as working partners and the worse they felt emotionally.
This was the tension of the times. Generally, when people are sick they call a doctor,
but sometimes they call a priest or a pastor.

They used to be one in the same. But during
this particular period doctors were not quite
doctors and so they were viewed with skepticism. Yet with the advent of science and reason doctors were becoming more distinctly
separated from the clergy. “The dumb sense
of millions might feel something wrong with
the culture that had so complacently compartmentalized life: doctor for this, pastor
for that; body for this, soul is for that; men
are one sort, women another; and business is
business.
With devastating simplicity, Mary Baker
Eddy said that life was One.”10
Next month in the June issue of the LMR—
Dale Carnegie, Napoleon Hill, Norman
Vincent Peal, Billy Graham, Oral Roberts
and the rise of Positive Thinking in Part 2:
The American Quest For Health, Wealth, and
Individual Power.
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LARA-MURPHY REPORT: How did you become interested in Austrian
economics?
CHRISTOPHER LINGLE: I say that I am an “Austrian by Accident.”
While attending an advanced Austrian Economics seminar organized by
the Institute for Humane Studies (ISH)—where Rothbard and Kirzner
were speakers—I thought my Chicago School outlook was pretty much
the same, except for some exotic verbiage ( catallaxy, roundaboutness, mal-

“My readings of Hayek guided me towards an
understanding of social and political philosophy while I
learned to think more clearly about economic processes
from Mises.”

investment). On my own, my readings of Hayek guided me towards an
understanding of social and political philosophy while I learned to think
more clearly about economic processes from Mises.
However, given the internecine battles amongst various Austrian cliques,
I seldom self-identify as an Austrian.
LMR: You recently participated with one of us (Murphy) on the Free MarThe West’s ‘Weimar Moment’
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ket Road Show in Europe. Among other topics, you spoke on free trade in
light of the Trump presidency. Can you summarize your views?
CL: My observation about voters’ preferences for Trump (and Brexit) was
a reflection of two factors: the first, a sense of alienation arising from the
abuse of power and privilege by the political elite. Western democracies are
facing a “Weimar moment” that reveals the internal and fatal contradictions of representative democracy whereby two wolves and a sheep decide

“Western democracies are
facing a ‘Weimar moment’ that
reveals the internal and fatal
contradictions of representative
democracy.”

on lunch. In this analogy, the wolves are rent-seeking tax consumers and
the sheep are hard-working taxpayers.
Second, Trump’s election (and Brexit) indicated discomfort with economic conditions. On the one hand, this is consistent with the sense of
political disaffection if one sees sluggish economic growth as the outcome
of excessive burdens of taxation and government regulations. On the other hand, the mainstream media and Progressives try to pin the blame on
neo-liberalism and its offspring, globalization. Inasmuch as they succeed in
pinning blame on free markets as an excuse to expand government interventions in the economy, the political class is able to expand its power and
access to resources such that the electorate have fewer degrees of freedom
and less discretionary income.
LMR: You have spent a lot of time in China. As an economist from the
West, what’s your take? Are they truly moving towards a market-based
The West’s ‘Weimar Moment’
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economy or, thirty years from now, will we still see socialism?
CL: Following insights of Zhou Enlai, China had a succession of pragmatic
leaders that abandoned Marxism as a guiding economic principle yet clung
to Leninism as a guiding political principle (i.e., the Communist Party acts
as a dictatorship of the proletariat). The leadership in Beijing saw clearly if
they wished to remain in power, it was in their interest to allow and promote wealth creation arising from increased market-based exchanges.

“China had a succession of pragmatic leaders that
abandoned Marxism as a guiding economic principle yet
clung to Leninism as a guiding political principle.”

The likelihood of a successful, painless transition to an economy where
the ownership of state-owned enterprises can be transferred into private
hands is similar to plans by the Fed to orchestrate a painless exit from its
current, ruinous monetary policies, i.e., zilch.
LMR: You have also spent time in South America. What is the reception
there for the ideas of economic and political liberty?
CL: Latin America has a grand history of grand liberators (e.g., Marti &
Bolivar) and outstanding Classical Liberal thinkers (e.g., Alberdi, Borges,
The West’s ‘Weimar Moment’
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and Montaner). However, it is quite a mixed bag in terms of embracing
human liberty. Self-determination tends to be viewed as a collectivist project, initially to escape from Spanish colonialism and then to evade Yanqui
dominance. Yet individual self-determination has not caught fire in the
same way. However, there is a large grouping of Spanish-speaking libertarians in Argentina and Guatemala. And Brazil has one of the most extensive networks of Students for Liberty in the world.

“Fed policymakers behave as if
they believe they have created
the monetary equivalent of a
‘perpetual motion’ machine.”

LMR: We know you have concerns about the “end game” (for lack of a
better term) of the Fed’s extraordinary actions in the years following the
financial crisis. Can you summarize for our readers?
CL: Fed policymakers behave as if they believe they have created the monetary equivalent of a “perpetual motion” machine. They are fixated on a
single aggregate metric, price levels as measured by consumer price indices.
As long as the CPI does not rise too rapidly, they ignore all other consequences of inflating the supply of credit instruments (i.e., “bubbles” of all
sorts or malinvestments).
Like all central planners, they are confident that they will oversee an
orderly increase in interest rates. However, markets have a habit of overwhelming the best amd brightest planners. So I look for interest rates to
spike sharply once “debt saturation” occurs. Then, there will be many sellers
and few buyers causing bond prices plummet and interest rates move to
double digits. In sum, the endgame of the Fed’s exit strategy ain’t gonna be
pretty.
The West’s ‘Weimar Moment’
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